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We present the first comprehensive measurement of leadingL’s andD11’s in p1Pb collisions at 19 GeV/c
using the E941/E864 spectrometer at the AGS. In comparison with the measurement of leading protons and
neutrons using the same spectrometer, it is found that the cross section for baryon flavor change is large and
strongly depends on rapidity, which is very different from the expectation of simple diquark-quark fragmen-
tation of the incident proton. A suppression of leadingL production in the forward rapidity region compared
with nonstrange leading baryons is also observed. The relative probability of the projectile proton fragmenta-
tion into aD11 versus into a neutron is found to be about 35% in the region of 2.7<y<3.1. We will discuss
the impact of these results on the dynamics of baryon fragmentation and baryon number transport in nuclear
collisions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.67.014902 PACS number~s!: 25.40.2h, 13.85.Ni, 25.40.Kv, 25.75.2q
I. INTRODUCTION
Leading baryons inp1A collisions, which carry the
baryon quantum numbers of the incident protons, reflect both
the dynamics for the baryon number transport mechanism
and indirectly the energy partition between leading particles
and produced particles. At Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
~AGS! energies, the baryon pair production cross section is
small, and baryons in the forward proton hemisphere in the
center-of-mass system should, to a very good approximation,
carry the incident baryon number and are regarded as leading
baryons. In the phenomenological models this was described
as incident proton fragmentation into pieces, one of which
emerges as a leading baryon because of baryon number con-
servation. Schematically we will describe the baryon frag-
mentation processes based on the gluon junction configura-
tion of the baryon wave function. The gluon junction
configuration, arising from gauge invariance@1,2#, consists
of three gluon strings from one junction where the other ends
of the strings are connected to valence quarks. Thus depend-
ing on the number of broken gluon strings the fragmentation
processes are divided into the following: one gluon string is
broken where the emerging baryon contains a diquark of the
incident proton ~diquark-quark fragmentation!, two gluon
strings are simultaneously broken where the emerging
baryon contains one valence quark~three-quark fragmenta-
tion!, and all three gluon strings are broken where the emerg-
ing baryon is formed from the gluon junction~gluon junction
fragmentation! and contains no valence quark. In these frag-
mentation schemes, the leading particle spectra may be re-
lated to the structure of valence quarks in the incident proton
and the average momentum of the leading baryon decreases
as the number of projectile valence quarks in the emerging
baryon decreases.p1A collisions provide a unique means to
study the dynamics for baryon number transport and baryon
energy loss in nuclear collisions.
Previous theoretical works were mostly based on very
limited knowledge of proton fragmentation@3#. Early models
of relativistic heavy ion collisions, e.g,FRITIOF @4#, VENUS
@5#, andHIJING @6#, were constrained with the diquark-quark
fragmentation scheme only, which could not produce the
baryon stopping seen in experimental data in relativisticp
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1A andA1A collisions. More recent theoretical works@7,8#
have tried to implement three-quark and/or gluon junction
fragmentation schemes in order to produce stronger baryon
stopping. It was also found that the three-quark and gluon
junction fragmentation enhances the yield of strange par-
ticles. No theoretical framework has been established so far
to systematically address all these fragmentation schemes. In
fact, previous experimental measurements were not sufficient
to constrain all the fragmentation functions and there is no
conclusive experimental evidence for baryon production
through gluon junction fragmentation. The lack of a compre-
hensive experimental study of the fragmentation functions
also introduces large uncertainties in the model calculations
of the atmospheric neutrino flux@9#, which is an important
quantity for exploring neutrino oscillations. Recentp1A ex-
periments were intended to better constrain theoretical mod-
els @10,11#.
The flavor of leading baryons inp1A collisions is sensi-
tive to proton fragmentation schemes. A comprehensive
study of all leading baryons will help us disentangle different
fragmentation processes. In a simple diquark fragmentation
scheme, the emerging leading baryon may contain either a
uu or aud diquark from the incident proton. Theud diquark
may be shared by either a leading proton or a leading neutron
while the uu diquark can only appear in a leading proton
~resonance production is not considered here, which will be
discussed below!. The diquark fragmentation scheme would
thus predict a proton-to-neutron ratio of 2 for leading baryon
production. On the other hand, the gluon junction scheme
will yield an equal number of leading protons and neutrons
in the final state inp1A collisions. In addition, since aL
and a neutron have aud quark pair in common the yield
difference would reflect the relative probability between
baryons with ans or a d quark in the wave function. There-
fore, the ratio ofL’s to neutrons measures the strangeness
suppression factor in fragmentation.
The leading baryons may be produced directly or through
resonance decays. We note that resonance production may
play an important role in isospin exchange reactions at AGS
energies. However, based on aFRITIOF calculation, the
D(1232) excitation seems to yield a proton-to-neutron ratio
similar to that from diquark fragmentation. Because of the
strong interaction between the proton and pion,D resonances
can also be formed in the final state, instead of from direct
fragmentation processes. However, there are few experimen-
tal measurements to quantify theD contribution in p1A
collisions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
In this paper, we report our comprehensive measurement
of leading L’s and D11’s from p1Pb collisions at
19 GeV/c using the E941 spectrometer. The E941 experi-
ment used the E864 spectrometer with modifications for
study of p1A collisions. Prominent features of this spec-
trometer include open geometry optimized for high rapidity
particle acceptance in the forward direction, a hadronic calo-
rimeter for the neutral particle measurement, and a high data
collection rate. Those features make E941 a unique experi-
ment to study leading baryon production inp1A collisions
at AGS energies. The experimental setup of E941 was intro-
duced in Ref.@10#. The tracking detectors are located behind
two dipole magnets and consist of three segmented scintil-
lating hodoscope arrays and two straw tube chambers. The
t ack rigidities were obtained from the curvature of the track
as it traversed the dipole magnetic field, and the typical
tracking momentum resolution is about 6%. The hadronic
calorimeter is situated at the end of the spectrometer, ap-
proximately 27 m from the target. The tracking system
worked as a charged track veto for the measurement of neu-
tral particles. The interaction trigger~level 0! was provided
by a multiplicity counter, and a spectrometer trigger~l vel 1!
required that a minimum of 0.3 GeV energy be deposited in
any of the calorimeter towers.
The E941 experiment was run at two magnetic field set-
tings 10.2 T and20.2 T, which optimized the acceptance
for positive and negative particles, respectively. About 40
3106 events taken with the spectrometer trigger were used
in this analysis, about half from the20.2 T field run and the
rest from the10.2 T field run. The spectrometer trigger en-
hanced the number of particles in our data sample by ap-
proximately a factor of 10. Our interaction trigger recorded
about 97% of the total inelastic interactions@10# for the Pb
target at 19 GeV/c. Taking into account interactions trig-
gered byd ray electrons from the target and from nontarget
sources, approximately 1973106 p1Pb interactions are
sampled.
The analyses for leading protons and neutrons have been
described in@10#. For the L and D11 analyses the event
mixing method was used for subtraction of the combinatorial
background. This method has been successfully used in the
E864 experiment to extract yields of unstable resonance nu-
clei andL’s in nucleus-nucleus collisions@12#. The events
with at least one positive track and one negative track in the
spectrometer are used forL reconstruction~sample I! and the
events with at least two positive tracks are used forD11
reconstruction~sample II!. The event mixing is done sepa-
FIG. 1. The mass spectra of unlike sign pairs from the same
events~a! and the mixed events~b! at 20.2 T for theL analysis.
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rately in sample I forL background and in sample II for
D11 background. It was also required that the hit positions
of two tracks on any hodoscope plane should be separated by
at least two hodoscope slats. In addition, for theD11 back-
ground, two positive tracks of two different events are not
paired if each of them has a momentum larger than 10
GeV/c, since this would violate energy-momentum conserva-
tion. In this case, the two positive tracks are mostly protons.
The above procedure assures that the pairs from the mixed
events reproduce energy and momentum distributions similar
to those of the same event pairs.
We assumed the proton mass for the positive track with
the largest momentum in an event and thep mass for all
other tracks. Then, the invariant mass spectra of the unlike
sign pairs and positive sign pairs were calculated from the
same events and mixed events for theL andD11 analyses,
respectively, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The (p,p) invariant
mass distribution for signalD(M )signal can be extracted
from the invariant mass distributions of the same event pairs






whereNsignal , Nsame, and Nmix are the number of signal,
the same event pairs, and the mixed event pairs, respectively.
As a result of the long tail of theD resonance, it is not
always possible to normalizeD(M )mix to D(M )sameat large
values ofM, where the correlated pair vanishes. We then try
to solve Eq.~1! through an iterative algorithm. We subtract
the invariant mass histogram of the mixed event pairs scaled
by Nsame/Nmix from the invariant mass histogram of the
same event pairs. The resulting invariant mass histogram has
zero net entries, and the sum of its positive contents in the
region of the (D) mass is calledNR . We repeat the above
calculation with a new scale factor (Nsame2NR)/Nmix for
the normalization of the mixed event histogram. A newNR is
then obtained and the iteration continues until the change of
NR of two adjacent steps becomes smaller than a given cut.
This procedure is applicable for particles whose properties
and detector responses are understood from simulations.
The invariant mass spectra after the subtraction of the
combinatorial background are shown in Fig. 3~a! for L and
in Fig. 3~b! for D11 from the 20.2 T field run. The sub-
tracted invariant mass spectra still have some residual back-
ground due to correlated pairs in the same event sample. The
statistical errors in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are calculated from
Eq. ~1!. We extracted the raw yield by fitting the residual
background with an exponential function and the signal with
a Gaussian function, as seen in Fig. 3. In case of theL
analysis, another Gaussian function~with its mean and width
fixed to those ofD11) was also used to fitD0. One could
see that as a result of the narrow width ofL, D0 contamina-
tion to theL signal is small (;3%) and can be easily sub-
tracted as part of the residual background. We do not study
D0 in this article partly becauseD0 decays into a (p,p2)
pair only 33% of the time and partly because the higher mass
resonanceN* (1440) can also decay into a (p,p2) pair and
complicates theD0 analysis while D11 decays into a
(p,p1) pair 100% of the time. The exponential function was
chosen because the extracted signals matched well with
those from Monte Carlo simulations with detector resolu-
tions. The simulations also showed that the Gaussian func-
tion fits the reconstructedD11 mass spectra better than the
Breit-Wigner function, presumably due to our limitedD11
acceptance which varies with mass. No significant mass shift
of D11 was seen in our data unlike that reported inA1A
collisions at lower energy@13#. However, the E941 accep-
FIG. 2. The mass spectra of positive sign pairs from the same
events~a! and the mixed events~b! at 20.2 T for theD11 analysis.
FIG. 3. The mass spectrum ofL ~a! andD11
~b! from 20.2 T data. The background is fit with
an exponential function and the signal with a
Gaussian function. In~a!, another Gaussian func-
tion was also used to fitD0. Thex2 per degree of
freedom and fitted parameters for the signal are
given in the figure.
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tance for theD11 is changed dramatically over theD11
mass range, which makes E941 relatively insensitive to a
small mass shift.
From all the data, 4059L’s in the region of
1.10 GeV/c2,mass,1.13 GeV/c2 and 17058D11’s in the
region of 1.10 GeV/c2,mass,1.40GeV/c2 were counted.
We then divided thepT-y phase space ofL (D
11) into bins
of 100 MeV/c in pT and 0.2 in rapidity, separately for the
10.2 T and20.2 T runs. The background subtraction was
done bin by bin to extract the signal in each bin.
By embedding Monte Carlo simulated decays in real data
events, we calculated the geometry acceptances and recon-
struction efficiencies for measurements ofL andD11 using
the E864/E941 spectrometer. For the20.2 T field setting,
typical geometry acceptances forL are 0.10% at y
52.3, pT50.4 GeV/c and increase to 2.80% aty53.3, pT
50.4 GeV/c, and for D11 are 0.40% at y52.7, pT
50.5 GeV/c and increase to 1.80% aty53.3, pT
50.5 GeV/c. For the10.2 T field setting, the numbers are
0.04% aty52.3, pT50.4 GeV/c and 1.10% aty53.1, pT
50.4 GeV/c for L and are 0.61% at y52.7, pT
50.5 GeV/c and 3.40% at y53.3, pT50.5 GeV/c for
D11. The reconstruction efficiencies are about 60% for both
L andD11 at both field settings. In addition, the hardware
inefficiency of the tracking system, which was not included
in the calculation of the reconstruction efficiencies, was
found to be 90% using real data. The invariant multiplicities
from the two fields were found to be in good agreement with
each other and the differences were included in the estimate
for systematic errors. In addition, a 5% error in the overall
normalization of the invariant multiplicities due to the calcu-
lation of thed-ray interaction rate was also included in the
systematic errors.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured leadingL and leadingD11 invariant mul-
tiplicities in p1Pb collisions at 19 GeV/c are shown in Fig.
4. We fit the spectra with a Boltzmann distribution in trans-
verse mass,AmTexp(2mT /T), for obtainingdN/dy. The in-
verse slope parametersT for L andD11, obtained from the
fitting, are listed in Table I. One could see that the slope
parameters ofL andD11 are comparable in a given rapidity
bin, but they may be systematically higher than those for
protons and neutrons@10#, which is consistent with the mea-
surements inp1 p̄ collisions where the mean transverse mo-
menta of produced particles were found to increase with
mass@14#. However, the current experimental uncertainties
do not allow us to make a definite statement on this matter.
dN/dy for protons, neutrons,L8s, andD11’s are shown
in Fig. 5. It was found that the E941L result, when plotted
as a function of light cone variablex1[(E1pz)/(E
1pz)beam, is in good agreement with the E910 measurement
in p1Au collisions at 17.5 GeV/c @15#, but extends to the
higherx1 region. TheL andD
11 results are also compared
with the RQMD predictions@7# in Fig. 5. Note thatdN/dy
for protons and neutrons has been corrected forL feeddown.
The measured leading baryon yields decrease with increasing
rapidity, but theL yield decreases much faster than that for
nonstrange leading baryons. RQMD reproduces the mea-
suredL yield aty52.3 while it overestimates the E941 data,
especially theL yield, in the forward rapidity region. The
decreased yields of leading baryons with rapidity may be
considered as due to a kinematic constraint from four-
momentum conservation. For example, due to the associated
production of strange particles, it needs about 700 MeV
threshold energy to produce aL through a reactionNN
FIG. 4. LeadingL and leadingD11 invariant
multiplicities in p1Pb collisions at 19 GeV/c as
a function of transverse mass for different rapid-
ity bins. The multiplicity of each rapidity bin is
multiplied by a successive factor of 10.
FIG. 5. dN/dy for protons, neutrons,L’s, and D11’s in p
1Pb collisions at 19 GeV/c and theL andD11 results are com-
pared with RQMD predictions. Note that the beam rapidity is 3.7 at
19 GeV/c.
TABLE I. Inverse slope parameters ofL and D11 in MeV in
p1Pb at 19 GeV/c.
Rapidity 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.3
L 159658 159631 157632 146 25 110617 8265
D11 137624 136 32 8866 5663
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→LKN, thereby making it hard to produce aL in the large
rapidity region. However, the phase space effects alone ob-
viously cannot explain all the discrepancy between our data
and the RQMD predictions since the four-momentum con-
servation has already been properly implemented into
RQMD. The dynamics of proton fragmentation and strange
quark hadronization forL formation should play a role. To
further quantify the effect from the kinematic constraint
would require a full acceptance detector to measure exclu-
sive channels. Note that the amount ofL production in the
very forward rapidity region is only a small fraction of the
total. This difference will not lead to a large difference in
total L multiplicity between RQMD and the experimental
data. In fact, RQMD is shown to reproduce measuredL
yields at midrapidity in Au1Au collisions reasonably well
@16#. However, the E941 results point to a deficiency in the
RQMD fragmentation scheme for baryon production in the
beam fragmentation region. This is consistent with the pre-
vious observation that RQMD overpredicts the baryon yields
in the very forward rapidity region inp1A andA1A colli-
sions at the AGS@10,17#.
In Fig. 6, we plot the ratios ofL andD11 yields to the
neutron yield. The proton-to-neutron ratio and RQMD pre-
dictions are also shown for comparison. Figure 6 shows that
the p/n ratio increases from 1 aty52.3 to above 2 aty
53.3, L/n decreases rapidly from 0.2660.13 aty52.3, and
D11/n stays almost flat~about 35%) in the region of 2.7
<y<3.1. Although the RQMD model overpredicts yields of
the leading baryons in the forward rapidity region, the cal-
culatedp/n andD11/n ratios seem to agree with the E941
data. However, theL/n ratio from RQMD shows a rapidity
dependence inconsistent with the data, which may again in-
dicate that the new fragmentation schemes are needed in or-
der to understand the current measurements.
The E941p/n ratio indicates that the simple diquark-
quark fragmentation scheme, which predicts a proton-to-
neutron ratio of 2, is unlikely to be the only relevant process
in p1A collisions for leading baryons in our rapidity accep-
tance. In order to explain ap/n ratio of unity we have to
include other fragmentation schemes, perhaps even dominat-
ing over the diquark-quark fragmentation in the relevant ki-
nematic region, such as three-quark fragmentation and/or
gluon junction fragmentation. Our measurement is a unique
constraint to these additional fragmentation functions. The
significant presence of three-quark and gluon junction frag-
mentation processes would indicate that the incident proton
is very brittle in nuclear collisions and is likely to fragment
into pieces.
The ratio of L/n is a sensitive measure of strangeness
suppression in proton fragmentation. In Fig. 6, theL produc-
tion in the very forward rapidity region shows a stronger
suppression compared with nonstrange leading baryons. The
strong rapidity dependence of the strangeness suppression
may indicate that such suppression is sensitive to the frag-
mentation schemes. For example, the diquark fragmentation,
which dominates the leading baryon production in the large
rapidity region, may have greater strangeness suppression
than the three-quark and gluon junction fragmentation
scheme. The E910L data also show that the enhancement of
the L yield with number of collisions is faster thanp1p
extrapolation of the wounded nucleon model, which may im-
ply that the fraction of the three-quark and gluon junction
fragmentation increases with the number of collisions.
p1A collisions provide a unique means to study the dy-
namics of baryon fragmentation, baryon number transport,
and hyperon production. We have presented the first compre-
hensive measurement of leadingL’s and D11’s in p1Pb
collisions at 19 GeV/c with the E846/E941 spectrometer.
The comparison of our results with RQMD and with
diquark-quark fragmentation demonstrates significant defi-
ciencies in the current understanding of the baryon fragmen-
tation processes. Theoretical understanding of three-quark
and gluon junction fragmentation processes needs to be de-
veloped. These studies will have an important impact on un-
derstanding nucleus-nucleus collisions at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider~RHIC!. The measurement of baryon and
antibaryon production at RHIC has shown that the net
baryon density at midrapidity is small, but finite@18#. These
net baryons are transported to midrapidity from the beam
through a gap of five units of rapidity. In order to understand
the dynamics of baryon number transport and, in particular,
to possibly study the gluon junction interaction process, we
should measure exclusive leading charged and neutral par-
ticles in the proton hemisphere inp1A collisions at RHIC.
A gluon junction interaction event is likely to produce a to-
pology with exclusive leading mesons from valence quarks.
Comprehensive measurement of all leading particles will
provide more constraints on the dynamics of baryon number
transport and energy deposition at midrapidity in nuclear col-
lisions.
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FIG. 6. Relative yields of protons,D11’s, andL’s with respect
to neutrons as a function of rapidity inp1Pb collisions at
19 GeV/c compared with RQMD predictions.
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